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Abstract

Evidence-based programs (EBPs) are the gold standard of prevention and intervention programs to address child maltreatment. SafeCare® is a parent-training EBP that significantly reduces risk factors and occurrences of child neglect and abuse. To ensure that EBPs are being implemented correctly and effectively, it is important to evaluate provider fidelity (adherence to program protocol) and competency (skill level to deliver protocol). Provider fidelity has been more frequently measured than provider competency. However, research has shown competency to be complementary to fidelity, and competency seems to be an important predictor of patient outcomes. The current study used SafeCare to analyze how provider competency relates to provider training and family outcomes. Results showed that provider competency was positively correlated with provider training quizzes but not to provider training role plays or family outcomes. These findings suggest that provider knowledge acquisition during training may be an important factor in providers achieving strong competency in the delivery of an EBP.
Evaluating how Providers’ Competency to Deliver SafeCare® Relates to Provider Training and Family Outcomes

Child maltreatment, known as a caregiver’s action or lack of action resulting in physical or emotional harm to a child, affected 686,000 children in the U.S. in 2012 (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2013). Child maltreatment includes neglect, physical abuse, psychological maltreatment, and sexual abuse, with neglect accounting for 78.3% of substantiated cases. The younger the child, the more susceptible he or she is to being a victim of child abuse or neglect. Eighty percent of abusers were parents of the victims, suggesting that parents are a key agency of change for prevention and intervention.

Evidence-based programs (EBPs), which are rooted in empirical evidence, have become the golden standard of prevention and intervention for addressing a wide array of childhood and family issues, including child maltreatment (Chaffin & Friedrich, 2004). While neglect is the most common form of child maltreatment, few programs have documented success with reducing the reoccurrence of neglect. SafeCare is a widely known EBP that significantly reduces occurrences of and risk factors for both child neglect and abuse (Chaffin, Hecht, Bard, Silovsky, & Beasley, 2012; Gershater-Molko, Lutzker, & Wesch, 2002 & 2003; Lutzker & Rice, 1984; Lutzker, Van Hasselt, Bigelow, Greene, & Kessler, 1998). As demands for EBP implementation have increased, so have expectations for providers to be held accountable for its outcomes (Schoenwald, Garland, Chapman, Frazier, Sheidow, & Southam-Gerow, 2011). Provider fidelity and competency must be evaluated to ensure that an EBP is being implemented correctly and effectively (Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005). Fidelity is the degree to which a provider adheres to the program’s protocol, while competency is a provider’s level of skill to effectively implement the program (Schoenwald et al., 2011).
To date, fidelity is more commonly measured in the implementation of EBPs and is more frequently studied than competency. Furthermore, researchers advise that equating the importance of measuring fidelity to the importance of measuring competency is an unwarranted conceptual leap (Waltz, Addis, Koerner, & Jacobson, 1993). These two assessments are likely associated but capture unique aspects of provider delivery of EBPs (Palmer, 2012). Without evaluations of provider competency, it is difficult to ensure that a program was delivered with high proficiency, even if fidelity assessments showed providers conducted the program the way it was developed. Furthermore, it is necessary to understand what influences competency (e.g., training, support) and how provider competency impacts desirable program outcomes (e.g., client improvement). Limited research exist(s) on provider competency, and most research has been conducted on the delivery of mental health programs. In the present study, we examined provider competency in delivering SafeCare, a home-based parent training program, and how it relates to provider training and parents’ skill acquisition.

Evidence-Based Practices

EBPS are highly regarded in the realm of public health care with their promotion of programs and policies using scientific evidence to demonstrate their efficacy and utility. EBPs are objectively implemented with the development of manuals, and outcomes are documented through empirical evidence. Many parent training programs (e.g., The Incredible Years, Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1997; Oregon Social Learning Center’s Parent Management Training, Forgatch & Martinez 1999; Parent-Child Interaction Training, Eyberg & Robinson, 1982; SafeCare, Guastaferro, Lutzker, Graham, Shanley & Whitaker, 2012) are identified by several highly regarded organizations as EBPs to address risk factors associated with child maltreatment including: Blue Prints for Violence prevention (Irwin, Elliott, Fagan, & Hansen,
EBPs are becoming more widely disseminated and implemented within community, real-world applications. However, it is important to ensure that the EBPs are implemented correctly and with high quality. Goense and her colleagues’ (2014) meta-analysis found that although 80% of programs assess fidelity, very few address therapist competence. Most programs have established fidelity measures; however, many lack or are in the process of developing competency measures. Much needed research on competency will help facilitate programs’ development and demonstration of the utility and effectiveness of competency measures.

SafeCare Model

SafeCare is an evidence-based, home-visitation program designed for parents with children ages 0 to 5 who are at risk for child maltreatment or have been reported for abuse or neglect (Guastaferro, Lutzker, Graham, Shanley & Whitaker, 2012; Lutzker & Bigelow, 2002; Shanley et al., 2013; Whitaker et al., 2012). Its three areas of focus are parent-child/infant interaction, health, and home safety.

The Parent-Child/Infant Interaction module consists of training on parenting skills to promote positive parent-infant interactions (birth to about 10 months) and parent-child interactions (walking to 5 years). The Health module teaches parents how to prevent childhood illnesses, identify symptoms of illnesses or injuries, and provide or seek appropriate treatment for their children through the use of health reference materials. The Home Safety module trains
parents to identify common household hazards, how to reduce or eliminate the hazards, and provide proper supervision.

SafeCare providers, referred to as Home Visitors, work with parents in their homes for approximately 18 to 20 sessions, with each module typically completed in six sessions. Each family session lasts approximately 60 to 90 minutes. Each module includes a baseline assessment, intervention (training), and a follow-up assessment to determine parents’ behavior change. Providers adhere to a four-step training format in each module to promote parent skill acquisition: (1) explain the desired behavior and rationale behind it; (2) model each behavior; (3) ask parent to practice the behaviors; and (4) provide positive and corrective feedback. By working with the parent in the family’s home across various situations, parent’s skills are expected to generalize across time, behaviors, and settings. Home Visitors work with parents until the parent meets a set of skill-based criteria formulated specifically for each module (Gershater-Molko, Lutzker, & Wesch, 2003).

Various studies have demonstrated SafeCare to be efficacious and effective in significantly contributing to a number of behavioral changes and reducing the risk for and reports of child maltreatment. Families who received SafeCare experienced less depression, less parenting stress, positive effects on parent engagement and retention, increased parent satisfaction, increased compliance from their children, and a significant reduction in the overall number of hazards in their homes (Chaffin et al., 2012; Chaffin, Bard, Bigfoot, & Maher, 2012; Damashek, Doughty, Ware, & Silvosky, 2011; Gershater-Molko, Lutzker, & Wesch 2002; Guastaferro, Lutzker, Shanley, & Whitaker, 2012; Lutzker & Bigelow, 2002; Shanley, Graham, Lutzker, Edwards-Gaura, Whitaker, & Self-Brown, 2012). Several studies have compared families who participated in SafeCare to families who received alternative programs (e.g., family
Provider Competency and Family Outcomes

Preservation services, services as usual. Results indicated that SafeCare families had significantly lower rates of recidivism (Chaffin, Hecht, Bard, Silvosky, and Beaseley, 2012; Gershater-Molko, Lutzker, & Wesch 2002 & 2003; Lutzker & Bigelow, 2002).

SafeCare implementation progresses through a series of phases: exploration, preparation, implementation, and sustainment (Aarons et al., 2012). The exploration phase and preparation phase involves assessing multiple contextual levels, identifying any adaptations that should be made to the service context, and determining how to carry them out. During the implementation phase, levels of fidelity and competency are established to ensure providers’ acquisition of skills. Program developers collaborate to ensure that, despite any adaptations, fidelity to the core components of the model will be preserved. During the sustainment phase, provider fidelity continues to be monitored.

Increased demands for EBPs such as SafeCare have emphasized the importance of proper implementation, which involves providers accurately and skillfully implementing the program. Since the early 1990s, EBPs have utilized treatment manuals so the program is transparent and replicable (Schoenwald et al., 2011). However, research indicates that using solely a manual for training does not guarantee providers are effectively implementing the program (Forgatch et al., 2005). Therefore, it is necessary for EBPs to be evaluated for program integrity so outcomes can be accurately attributed to the use of the intervention itself and delivery of the intervention (Fixsen et al., 2005).

Assessing Fidelity and Competency for Evidence-Based Practices

According to Schoenwald and colleagues (2011), program integrity consists of three components: ‘fidelity,’ the degree to which providers utilize the treatment’s specific protocols, ‘differentiation’, how much the pogrom differs from others, and ‘competency,’ the providers’
level of skill in implementing the treatment. For the purpose of this paper, we will focus on fidelity and competency. Researchers report that exclusively using fidelity measures as a manipulation check is not sufficient enough to ensure that a treatment was delivered skillfully (Waltz et al., 1993).

Fidelity is the extent to which a provider delivers the critical elements of a program’s protocol. Typically, fidelity is measured by rating the occurrence or absence of each required behavior or activity to be performed (Waltz et al., 1993), and often summarized as a percentage of elements conducted out of how many total behaviors were to be performed. Fidelity data reveals the extent to which these critical program components were implemented (Schoenwald et al., 2011). It can also be used to ensure internal validity by identifying which factors (the program curriculum or application of the program) influenced program outcomes (Mowbray, Holter, Teague, & Bybee, 2003; Perepletchikova, Treat, & Kazdin, 2007). However, it is not just about whether specific program protocol factors are implemented, but how they are implemented in order to promote positive outcomes (Forgatch et al., 2005).

Competence is the extent to which a provider has the knowledge and skills during the application of an EBP that are necessary to produce desired outcomes (Fairburn & Cooper, 2011). There is more variability in how competencies scores are derived (Muse & McManus, 2013), including what modality is used to assess these behaviors (e.g., direct observations, self-report, client report) and how each behavior is rated (type of scale used to indicate level of competency for each item). A provider’s knowledge, performance, action, skills, and attitude all contribute to his or her level of competency (Ilic, 2009). These skills involve the ability to take relevant aspects of the therapeutic context into account and respond to these contextual variables appropriately (Waltz et al., 1993). These relevant aspects include but are not limited to: (a) client
variables (e.g. degree of impairment, life stressors and situation); (b) awareness of the different stages in a program and the degree of improvement a client has already achieved; (c) and sensitivity to timing of program deliveries within a session. These behaviors are usually rated in terms of their frequency and extensiveness (Waltz et al., 1993).

Fidelity and competency have some overlap, as competency presupposes fidelity. In order for a provider to deliver a program with competence, the critical elements must be delivered. However, studies reveal that the two measures are not strongly correlated and are recommended to be evaluated separately (Perletchikova, Treat, & Kazdin, 2007; Waltz et al., 1993).

One difference between fidelity and competency is a conceptual distinction (Perletchikova, Treat, & Kazdin, 2007). Fidelity is a quantitative measure (how frequently a provider implements the correct procedures during programs), while competence is a qualitative measure (how well providers implement the procedures). Fidelity and competence also differ in their complexity and specificity, and therefore, also differ in the level of expertise needed to rate these measures (Waltz et al., 1993). Recognizing particular behaviors from a set program protocol are fairly straightforward, allowing less experienced raters to code fidelity reliably. On the other hand, it is much more difficult to accurately assess competency or quality of these skills. For example, evaluating how a provider should adjust his or her behavior in relation to a client’s resistance requires training to gain knowledge and understanding to accurately assess. A third difference is the criterion for how the provider’s behavior is compared. Fidelity measures may compare a provider’s implementation of a particular intervention to the program’s manual guidelines (Waltz et al., 1993). On the other hand, competency measures may compare the provider’s performance in relation to an established level of competence, an expert’s sense of
adequate competence, or how well his or her delivery fits the specific client’s problems or situation. Fidelity has been more frequently measured than competency; however, without evaluations of provider competency, it is difficult to ensure that a program was delivered with high proficiency (Schoenwald et al., 2011; Waltz et al., 1993).

Even if providers adhere to the protocol, an incompetent deliverance can threaten the validity of interpretations of the program’s outcomes. For example, without measuring providers’ levels of competency, researchers are unable to identify whether confounding variables, the program itself, or the program provider was the cause for the program’s effect or lack of effect (Perepletchikova, Treat, & Kazdin, 2007). Fidelity focuses on what providers are expected to do in a given session, while competency requirements are established to indicate how providers should deliver protocols. Without competency criteria, researchers are challenged to document with certainty whether the program was delivered effectively (Weck, Bohn, Ginzburg, & Ulrich, 2011). Analyzing provider competence, especially its impact on client behavior and outcome, is an important measure for EBPs and is vital for proper dissemination of programs into real-world settings (Roth & Pilling, 2007; Ilic, 2009).

**Association of Competency with Provider and Family Factors**

Limited research is available on what influences provider competency and how it impacts desired client outcomes. In regard to provider training, Chu and her colleagues (2012) state that training with increased attention to the competencies required for public mental health services allows providers to utilize their combination of analytical, training, and clinical skills to deliver treatments.

Research has shown positive effects of provider training on their competency to deliver EBPs. Several studies document that the impact of provider training in EBPs, particularly
cognitive-behavioral treatments, is related to competency. Providers reported themselves more competent as psychotherapists after completing a cognitive-behavioral training program (Schneider & Rees, 2012). In two different studies by Karlin and colleagues (Karlin et al., 2012; Karlin et al., 2013), providers’ competency scores in treatment delivery increased significantly after participating in a training on cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia and for depression. Of research to date on provider training and competency, there appears to be an important relation between how providers are trained and their competency to deliver EBPs.

In addition to the growing literature on the importance of training and EBP competencies, research has documented the effects of provider competency on desired client outcomes including: client retention rates, improvement scores, and satisfaction with services. Existing research indicate competence ratings to be positively correlated with better outcomes for several mental health disorders, including: depression, panic disorder, and generalized anxiety disorder (Burns & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1992; Kingdon, Tyrer, Seivewright, Ferguson, & Murphy, 1996; Kuyken & Tsivrikos, 2009; Strunk, Brotman, DeRubeis, & Hollon, 2010; Trepka, Rees, Shapiro, & Barkham, 2004; Westbrook, Sedgwick-Taylor, Bennett-Levy, Butler, & McManus, 2008; Westra, Constantino, Arkowitz, & Dozois, 2011). Two studies evaluated therapists’ competence during cognitive therapy sessions and found competence ratings to be significantly predictive of clients’ outcomes (Trepka, Rees, Shapiro, & Barkham, 2004; Kuyken & Tsivrikos, 2009). In a more recent study, Strunk, Brotman, DeRubeis, and Hollon (2010) examined competence ratings as a predictor of subsequent symptom change for 60 moderately to severely depressed outpatients from a clinical trial. Results revealed that competence ratings predicted session-to-session symptom change during early treatment. Owen and colleagues (2011) evaluated provider competency related to multi-cultural aptitudes and found that higher multi-cultural competency
scores predicted better therapy outcomes for clients. In regard to client satisfaction, research in
the medical field suggests that patients who report their doctors as more competent also reported
higher satisfaction ratings (Sahin & Tatar, 2006).

There is a growing focus on understanding how to conceptualize competence, what
influences providers’ competency skills, and the influence on client outcomes, particularly in
professional psychology (Kaslow et al., 2004) and the delivery of psychotherapy (Roberts,
Borden, Christiansen, & Lopez, 2005). There is dearth of competence research, however, in the
realm of EBPs focused on child welfare, parent training, and home visiting. The current study
aims to fill this gap in the literature by examining provider competency while implementing a
home-based parent training program.

Present Study

While a lack of research exists on the effects of provider training on provider
competence, a growing body of literature is supporting the impact of provider competency to
produce significantly positive effects on patient outcomes and to be a vital measure to be
considered during the EBP implementation process. The current study aims to contribute to the
limited research by examining the relationship among SafeCare provider competency scores and
provider training and family outcomes. Specifically, we hypothesized that higher ratings of
provider competence would be associated with higher provider training scores and greater family
outcomes (Figure 1). That is, provider competency scores would positively correlate with
parents’ improvement scores during each module session and their satisfaction scores after each
module session. It was also hypothesized that provider competency scores would positively
correlate with providers’ average scores on role playing during module training and quiz scores
at the end of module training (or their first score in each module if there was more than one module).

Figure 1. Relationship between provider training, provider competency, and family outcomes

Method

Participants

This study (Protocol number H09125) was approved by the Georgia State University Institutional Review Board. Fifty-five providers were represented from the 209 audio recordings randomly selected from a larger pool of audios (these recordings were collected as part of a larger study; Whitaker et al., 2012). Many providers did not complete the demographics form (Whitaker et al., 2012). The average provider age at Home Visitor training was 39.9 years (SD = 11.43), and 88.6% were female. The racial distribution was 24.0% Caucasian, 51.9% African American, 5.6% other, and 18.5% unknown/refused to answer. Providers’ minimal education level was a Bachelor’s degree, with a majority having post-bachelorette degrees. Providers had an average of 4 years (SD = 2.74) working in their field (e.g., social work, psychology).

Eighty families were represented across the 209 audio recordings. Demographics information was available for 55 of the families. Parents’ average age was 24 (SD = 6.4) and 92.7% were female. The racial distribution was 40.0% Caucasian, 25.0% African American,
3.8% other race, and 31.2% unknown/refused to answer. Parents had an average of 2 children (SD = 1.16) and their average monthly income was $1,205.36.

**Measures**

*SafeCare Planned Activities Checklist (PAT HV).* The PAT HV was used by home visitors to assess various parent behaviors during routine parent-child activities. The home visitor observed the parent and child interacting in one play and two daily routine activities (e.g., meal time, getting dressed). The observations lasted between three and five minutes. The home visitor assessed the parent on 10 skills (e.g., praising, providing rules, and consequences) for the parent-child interaction module and 4 skills (e.g., smiling, touch) for the parent-infant interaction module. Each skill was scored with a minus, check, or check plus, and the total score for each observation was derived from the percentage of behaviors that were present (check or check plus) or absent. For the purpose of this project, we subtracted the post-module scores from the pre-module scores and took the average of these change scores across the three activities. The average change score was used as a measure of family outcome in the PCI and PII modules.

*SafeCare Home Accident Prevention Inventory (HAPI HV).* The HAPI HV was used by home visitors to record the number of hazards in a room across 10 different categories (e.g., poisonous solids and liquids, fire and electrical hazards, small objects and choking hazards). The home visitor assessed three rooms in the home commonly used by the child (e.g., kitchen, family room). The home visitor counted the number of individual hazards in each room. If there were more than 10 of one given item (e.g., pennies), the home visitor notes 10+, and a total score is derived by summing up the number of hazards. In this study, the average change score across the three rooms was used as a measure of family outcome in the Safety module.
SafeCare Sick or Injured Child Checklist (SICC HV). SICC HV was used by the home visitor to assess the parent’s skills across three medical scenario types: caring at home, calling the doctor, and seeking emergency treatment. To assess each scenario type, the home visitor presented the parent with a scenario describing a child’s illness or injury. The home visitor followed a script, asking the parent questions about the scenario, including what symptoms are present and what the parent would do in each scenario (e.g., call the doctor). Each question was scored as correct or incorrect, and each scenario received a percentage score indicating the percent correct. For the present study, the average change in the pre and post module scores was used as the family’s outcome for the Health module.

SafeCare Parent Module Satisfaction Survey. The survey was completed by parents at the end of each module to assess their overall satisfaction with that module. The survey contains questions related to the home visitor (e.g., the home visitor was warm and friendly), session factors (e.g., practicing during the sessions was useful), and module specific questions. Each item was rated on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from scores of “1” (strongly agree) to “5” (strongly disagree). Each of the surveys contains 11 items, with Safety containing 13. For the present study, the specific module survey score was used as the family’s module satisfaction score.

SafeCare Home Visitor Workshop Role Plays. Providers’ individual performance on in-workshop role-plays were measured by SafeCare trainers using a standardized fidelity checklist to indicate providers’ uptake of session skills. Providers perform role-plays for one session in each of the SafeCare modules. Each item was rated as present or absent. Total percentage scores were calculated based on the percentage of items the provider performed. For the purpose of this study, providers’ module role play score was used in the analyses.
SafeCare Home Visitor Workshop Quizzes. Following workshop training, providers completed quizzes for each of the four SafeCare modules to assess their conceptual knowledge of the practices and procedures of each module. The quizzes are “take-home”, thus allowing providers to use all SafeCare materials provided during training. Each item was rated as correct or incorrect, and the total score was derived by summing up the total correct divided by the total number of items. For the present study, providers’ module quiz scores were compared to provider module competency.

SafeCare Competency Assessment Form. The audio recordings were analyzed and coded using the SafeCare Competency measure. The SafeCare competency scale is a six-item, three-point competency scale developed for scoring SafeCare home visiting session recordings. It includes three competency checklists which are tailored to each session type: The Assessment Checklist, the Training Checklist, and the End of Module Checklist. Each of the forms includes six competence measures: “Module/Session/Assessment Illustration,” “Home Visitor Conduct,” “Clinical Skills,” “Formal Assessment/Training/Feedback Skills,” “Home Visitor Responsivity,” and “Session Closing Skills.” Competency is rated on a 1 to 3 point scale, with an “n/a” option for “Module/Session/Assessment Illustration” and “Home Visitor Responsivity.” Each score is paired with a definition to guide coders in rating each item. A score of “1” indicates that the home visitor neglects large portions of the guidelines. A score of “2” indicates that the home visitor accomplishes some goals, but not all of them, or that the items are accomplished in a manner that could be improved. A score of “3” indicates that there is no room for improvement; the home visitor accomplishes everything stated in the session guidelines in an effective manner. Scores of “n/a” are used in cases where the items were not captured on audio, or the opportunities for those items did not arise. Total percentage scores are calculated by adding up
the scores and dividing by the total possible score. For the present study, we used the provider’s first available module competency score in the analyses comparing provider training variables, and the provider’s average module competency score for each family when comparing family outcomes.

**Procedure**

The session recording data used in this study were randomly selected from 1,320 audio recordings available for the purpose of another study examining the relationship between reliability and competency (Palmer, 2012). Initially, 217 recordings were selected for coding; however, eight were removed from the data set due to corruption or incompleteness, resulting 208 audios recordings. The recordings included all three SafeCare modules: home safety (n = 61), health (n = 68), and parent-child interaction (n = 46) or parent-infant interaction (n = 34). Six individuals (two staff members and four Masters of Public Health graduate students), who were a part of the development and refinement of the competency measure, coded the recordings for competency.

Ten percent (N = 20) of the recordings were coded by two coders to determine interrater reliability. At the time of this study, the competency measure was still in the refinement phase, as earlier iterations were found to have low interrater reliability. The interrater reliability of these 20 recordings was 70.8%, which is considered a modest reliability (Lance, Butts, & Michels, 2006).

**Results**

A Pearson correlation test was computed to assess the relationship among provider competency scores, provider training, and family outcome variables. In regard to provider training, we hypothesized that higher provider competency scores would relate to higher
provider role play scores and quiz scores. Two measures were used to compare competency to training. First we compared provider module quizzes to their module competency score. Results indicated a significant correlation between providers’ module competency scores and providers’ module quiz scores, $r(92) = .275$, $p < .05$, one-tailed. That is, providers with higher module quiz scores were more likely to have a higher competency score for the same module. We also compared provider module role-play scores with competency. Results showed no significant correlation between provider module competency scores and providers’ module role play scores, $r(78) = .108$, $p > .05$, one-tailed. That is, how well providers did on a module role play during training was not associated with their competency score for the corresponding module when working with families.

In regard to family outcomes, we hypothesized that higher provider competency scores would be associated with higher scores on parents’ module outcome scores and satisfaction scores. We compared the provider’s average module score for each family to the parent’s average module improvement score and module satisfaction score. Results showed no significant correlation between provider competency scores and parents’ module outcome scores, $r(51) = -.044$, $p > .05$, one-tailed. Also, no significant correlation was found between providers’ competency scores and parents’ module satisfaction scores, $r(16) = -.062$, $p > .05$, one-tailed. That is, providers’ competency scores were not related to family module improvements nor family’s satisfaction with the module.

**Discussion**

Provider competency, in addition to program fidelity, is an important factor in understanding the impact of evidence-based programs (EBPs) on desired outcomes, such as patient improvement. The intention of this study was to determine how providers’ training
related to providers’ competency scores when working with families, as well as how these competency scores related to family outcomes. This is one of the first studies to examine provider competency for an in-home parent training program, using SafeCare as the evidence-based program.

We hypothesized that provider competency would relate to training performance (i.e., module role plays) and knowledge acquired during training (i.e., module quiz scores). A significant and positive correlation was found between provider’s module quiz scores from training and the provider’s competency score for the same module. However, there was no significant correlation between providers’ competency scores and providers’ role playing scores. These findings suggest that providers’ knowledge acquisition during training provides a foundation for how competently they can deliver sessions with families. However, providers’ skill demonstration in training does not appear to correspond with how well they deliver SafeCare with families. These results support previous findings on the effects of training to positively affect competency ratings (Karlin, et al., 2012; Karlin et al., 2013; Schneider & Rees, 2012).

We also hypothesized that provider competency would positively correlate with family outcomes (i.e., module improvement and satisfaction scores). No significant associations were found among competency and family improvement or satisfaction. This is contrary to previous findings that reported higher competency levels to produce greater client outcomes (Burns & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1992; Kingdon, Tyrer, Seivewright, Ferguson, & Murphy, 1996; Kuyken & Tsivrikos, 2009; Trepka, Rees, Shapiro, & Barkham, 2004; Strunk, Brotman, DeRubeis, & Hollon, 2010; Westbrook, Sedgwick-Taylor, Bennett-Levy, Butler, & McManus, 2008; Westra, Constantino, Arkowitz, & Dozois, 2011).
Overall, our findings suggest provider knowledge acquisition during training may be an important consideration when promoting providers’ abilities in real world settings, working directly with clients. Most trainings are intended to provide a foundational knowledge that is refined during client sessions. Many evidence-based programs, including SafeCare, emphasize the importance of real world “coaching”, conducting fidelity monitoring and feedback to providers as they deliver the program with clients. Our findings reinforce the need to ensure providers have enough information during training in order to optimize their performance with families and to deliver the program with fidelity but also with competency. Research is still needed to fully understand the mechanisms involved in how provider competency influences desired client outcomes.

Limitations

While this is one of the first studies to evaluate provider competency in a home-based EBP addressing child maltreatment, there are a number of limitations for the present study. First, this study was conducted using an existing database, which had a different purpose than the current study. As a result, the competency scores used in the analyses may not have been the most optimal scores to be used to analyze the current study’s hypotheses. Future research should look at how provider training impacts providers’ competency as providers begin to implement an EBP, as well as how this relates to their development of higher competency over time. The second limitation is that the SafeCare competency measure was not coded with high reliability among coders, which could also impact the results of this study. It is suggested that the SafeCare competency measure be refined before future research be conducted on provider training and outcomes for the SafeCare model.
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